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Bindu Sarovar 

fcUnq ljksoj 

1. ‘fcUnq ljksoj’ / ‘Bindu Sarovar’ is a basic conceptual term of Vedic 

Systems. 

2. Simple English rendering of ‘fcUnq ljksoj’ / ‘Bindu Sarovar’ is point 

reservoir. 

3. It is a ‘reservoir’ of structures embedded and sustained within ‘.’ / (point) 

4. Vedic Systems chase our solar universe. 

5. This chase is as a range of 26 chand (NUn) / meters. 

6. This whole range is embedded and is sustained within ‘.’ / (point), as a 

‘ljksoj’ / ‘Sarovar’ / reservoir. 

7. One may have a pause here and take note that TCV (fcUnq)= 26. 

8. One may further have a pause here and take note that TCV (ljksoj) = 26. 

9. Still further, one shall have a pause and take note that TCV (fcUnq ljksoj) = 

26 + 26 = 52. 
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10. Still further, it would be relevant to note that NVF (Earth) = 52 = TCV 

(fcUnq ljksoj) 

11. One may further have a pause here and take note that taking ‘Earth’, as 

‘fcUnq ljksoj’ / ‘Bindu Sarovar’ / point reservoir, the chase of Earth in 

motion as revolving around its own axis, as well as around the Sun, will 

bring us face to face with the features of the systems at work in this 

Phenomenon. 

12. One may further have a pause here and take note that dimensional 

synthesis value of pair (26, 26) = 28= TCV (czg~e~) 

13. Still further It also would be relevant to note that dimensional synthesis 

value for the pair (-26, -26) = (-24) = TCV (iq:"k) 

14. Still further It also would be relevant to note that absolute value of (-24) = 

24 = TCV (iq:"k) 

15. Still further It also would be relevant to note that 26 + 26 = 28 + 24 

16. Still further It also would be relevant to note that five steps long range 

(28, 27, 26, 25, 24) is a transcendental range coordinating Braham (czg~e~) 

and Pursha (iq:"k) 

17. It is this coordination of Braham and Pursha, which, that way, deserve to 

be chased. 

18. This of the format and features of transcendental chase. 

19. It is this transcendental chase which shall be parallel to a pair of 

manifested layers path of folds (52, 53, 54, 55) and (52, 53, 54, 55) 

20. Here it would be relevant to note that NVF (Sky) = 55 and NVF 

(Sunlight) = 110 = 55 + 55. 

21. Still further It also would be relevant to note that NVF (four space ) = 104 

= 52 + 52 = NVF (Earth, Earth) 

22. Still further it also would be relevant to note that NVF (Infinity) = 106 = 

53 + 53 = NVF (Axis, axis) = NVF (Pole star) 

23. NVF (Geometry) = 108 = 54 + 54 = NVF (Sun, Sun) 

24.  One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to 

continuously remain in prolonged sitting of trans and to be face to face 

with above features and to glimpse the Phenomenon and to imbibe the 

values thereof and to acquire deep insight about these virtues and to have 

a vision of enlightenment. 
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